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Some facts:
· Cazorla y Segura Andalusian Game
Reserve: 68.615 ha
· Serranía de Ronda A.G.R.: 29.754 ha
· Sierras de Tejeda y Almijara A.G.R.: 20.786 ha
· Cortes de la Frontera A.G.R.: 12.306 ha

· Sierras de Segura y Campos de Hernán Pelea: 19.738 ha
· Alcornocales: 10.165 ha
· Sierra de Filabres: 21.412 ha
· Species: Iberian ibex, roe deer, red deer, wild boar, fallow deer
and mouflon
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Stalking
in Andalusia

Mountain stalking in the
Spanish Betic mountain range

The Betic range network in southern
Spain, due to its latitude, climatic
variety and strategic position on two
seas, has a unique diversity and a
hunting potential that make it
mandatory for any self-respecting
hunter. The mountain goat is the
star species, but there is also a wide
range of roe deer, red deer, fallow
deer, mouflon and wild boar.

Stalking the
Iberian ibex
The Iberian ibex is the most valued trophy that can be won in Europe, not only for its
beauty and difficulty, but because it is endemic to Iberia. More than half of the world
population of the species lives in Andalusia, and this is where the specimens with the most
genetic diversity are found. In addition, the Ronda Iberian ibex, exclusive to the Reserve
with the same name, is one of three recognised by the SCI to establish the categories of
trophy records. It is definitely a great hunting destination.
Large males are hidden in the most inaccessible areas of
the rugged mountains, which makes stalking them as
difficult as it is exciting and fulfilling. The game
rangers, with excellent knowledge of the area,
will accompany the hunter and guide him to
choose the best trophy, always surrounded
by attractive mountain
landscapes.

To enjoy...
Culture
Landscape
The Andalusian mountains
are a source of biodiversity
and extremely varied
landscape, with mountains
from sea level to the
highest in the Iberian
Peninsula. Proof of this is
that one of the rainiest
mountain ranges in Spain,
the Sierra de Grazalema
with 2,200 mm, is found
among them as well as one
of the most barren, the
Sierra de Filabres, where in
certain years less than 200
mm of precipitation is
recorded, and both are
inhabited by the mountain
goat, which providing it has
rough terrain to shelter in
can adapt to almost any
weather.

The long Moorish
occupation marked all the
cultural aspects of these
areas, from construction
and civil works to their
own geographical names,
passing through the
cuisine and art forms.
Natural diversity is also
reflected in the rich
cultural offering, always
enriched by the great
hospitality of the
Andalusians.

Cuisine
Excellent ham sausages,
cheeses, game meats and
stews can be enjoyed in any
mountain restaurant,
always accompanied by
fine vegetables and a
typical touch of aromatic
herbs. However, every place
has its typical dishes that
should not be missed, such
as migas (sauteed
breadcrumbs with bacon)
and pipirrana de Cazorla
(salad with onion, tomato
and cucumber), rabbit and
Ronda cochifrito (sauté of
lamb with lemon and
garlic) or gachas (vetch
purée) and almond
meatballs from Filabres.

